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INTRoOUCTI~N
N. Kerzman and E. M. Stein discovered in [6] a method for computing the SzegG Kernel of a bounded domain D in the complex plane with C" smooth boundary. In case D is also simply connected, the Kerzman-Stein method yields a powerful technique for computing the Riemann Mapping Function associated to a point a in D (see [6, 71) . In this note, we show how the Kerzman-Stein method can be generalized to yield a method for computing the Ahlfors map associated to a point in a finitely connected, bounded domain in the plane with C* smooth boundary. The Ahlfors map is a proper holomorphic mapping of D onto the unit disc which maps each boundary component of D one-to-one onto the boundary of the unit disc.
The Ahlfors map might prove to be useful in certain problems arising in fluid mechanics. For example, in the problem of computing the transonic flow past an obstacle in the plane, a conformal map of the outside of the obstacle onto the unit disc is used to set up a grid which is most convenient for making numerical computations (see [S] ). The Ahlfors map could be used in a similar way in problems of this sort in which more than one obstacle is involved. These and other applications will be explored in subsequent papers. For the present, we content ourselves with describing our numerical method and proving its validity.
It should be mentioned that in case D is simply connected, the Ahlfors map is equal to the Riemann Mapping Function. Thus, our numerical method yields a new technique for computing the Riemann map. In this setting, however, the method of [7] is to be preferred.
DEFINITION OF THE AHLFORS MAP
If D is an n-connected, bounded, planar domain with C* boundary components and a is a point in D, then the Ahlfors map for D at a is the holomorphic functionfO(z) which is the (unique) solution to the extremal problem: f maps D into the unit disc d and is holomorphic on D, f'(a) is real, and f'(a) is maximum. The mapping f, is a branched n to one covering map of D onto A, f,(a) = 0, and f, and f,' extend continuously to D. Each boundary curve of D is mapped by f, one-to-one onto the boundary of d. Since fa agrees with the Riemann Mapping Function associated to D at a in case D is simply connected, we think of f, as the natural generalization of the Riemann map to multiply connected domains.
In his Ph.D. thesis, P. Garabedian [4] discovered the connection between the Ahlfors map and the Szego Kernel Function. We shall give an alternate derivation of Garabedian's result which will help us to adapt the Kerzman-Stein method to the multiply connected setting.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
In this section, we shall write down two Fredholm integral equations of the second kind whose solutions yield the Ahlfors map upon division. In subsequent sections, we justify the steps leading up to this result.
Suppose D is an n-connected, bounded plane domain with C2 boundary. Let the n boundary curves yI, y2,..., y, of D be parametrized via zr (t), z2 (t),..., z, (t), respectively, where the parameter t ranges over 0 < t < 1. We suppose that these boundary curves are parametrized in the standard positive sense. For z in bD, let T(z) denote the complex number representing the unit tangent vector to bD at z in the positive sense. Note that T(~~(t))=z;Xf)/Iz;(t)l. For web and zEbD with z#w, set H(w,z)= (2ni))'(z-w)-'T(z) and define wz, w) -ww, z), w,zEbD,z#w w=zEbD.
The function H(w, z) is the Cauchy Kernel for D, and A(w, z) is the Kerzman-Stein Kernel which measures the extent to which the Cauchy projection associated to D is not self-adjoint. Note that F(w) = JbD ff(w, z) F(z) ds, whenever F is a holomorphic function in C(D). The symbol ds, denotes arc length in the z variable. The kernel A(w, z) is continuous on bD x bD because bD is C2 (see [6, 7] ), and A(w, z)= -A(z, w). Furthermore, A(w, z) is easy to compute because, as Kerzman and Stein [6] 
where T,(w,z) denotes the (complex) vector obtained by reflecting the vector T(w) about the chord joining z to w.
We shall now state our main results, deferring all proofs to Section 4. where o,(t) = I~:(t)l'/~ S(z,(r)), i;(t)= I'll"' g(zi(t)), and A,(t, u)= J~~(t)l*'~ A(zi(t), zj(u)) Iz,!((u)l"*. Similarly, (3.2) becomes where Ai = I~~(t)l"~ L(zi(t)), and 1+5~(t) = l~~(t)l'/~ h(z[(t)). In this setting, f,(~~(t))=(~~(t)/lZ~(t) for O<tb 1, andf,(w) can be evaluated at any point w in D via the Cauchy Integral Formula.
Equations (3.1)' and (3.2)' can be viewed as Fredholm integral equations of the second kind and, as such, are amenable to numerical computation. Indeed, if we introduce the vector notation Z(t) = (a,, o?,..., u,,), /l(t) = (2, ,..., A,), Q(t) = (41, . . . . #,), and Y(t) = ($, ,..., lcln), and if we denote the matrix [Aii(t, u)] by @6(t, u), then (3.1)' and (3.2)' can be written Z(t)+j' w(t,U)C(U)du=@(t) 0 A(t)+ j1 K(t, u)A(u)du= Y(t). 0 These equations are Fredholm integral equations of the second kind with skew hermitian kernels. Therefore, the integral operators have pure imaginary eigenvalues and the Fredholm alternative yields that Z(t) and n(t) exist and are unique. Kerzman and Trummer [7] have made computations using similar integral equations in the simply connected case and have achieved excellent results.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE METHOD
Let L*(bD) denote the space of square integrable complex valued functions on bD with respect to arc length measure ds, and let H'(bD) denote the usual Hardy space consisting of functions in L2(bD) which are boundary values of holomorphic functions on D (see [ 31) . The inner product on L2(bD) is given by (u, II) = jhD uV ds. Since H'(bD) is a closed subspace of L2(bD), the orthogonal projection P: L2(bD) -+ H2(bD) is defined and is known as the Szego projection. The Szego Kernel Function S(w, z) is defined on D x D and is related to the Szego projection via which holds for all functions 4 in L2(bD). The Szego Kernel is holomorphic in w and antiholomorphic in z, S(w, z) = S(z, w), and F(z) = S(z, w) is in H*(bD) for each w in D. Since bD is of class C2, S(w, z) extends continuously to D x D -{(z, z): z E bD}. We shall also need to define the projection P' = I-P which is the orthogonal projection of L2(bD) onto the orhogonal compliment H2(bD)L of H2(bD) in L'(bD).
Another important kernel related to the Szego Kernel is the L-Kernel L(w, z), discovered by Garabedian in [4] . The two kernels are connected via the differential identity Thus, to prove (4.2) it will suffice to show that lb, S(Q, 2) d(z) dsz = f .r,, (p'h)(z) 42) dz (4.3) for all 4 in H2(bD) and all q5 in A. In case 4 is in H'(bD), the left-hand side of (4.3) is simply (@)(a)= &a), and the right-hand side is --(l/i)(P'h, $ T) = (h/i, 4 T) = JhD H(a, z) d(z) dsZ = &a). In case 4 is in A, --i.e., in case q5 = AT for some function A(z) in H'(bD) and C(B), the lefthand side of (4.3) is (@)(a) =0 because n is a subset of H'(bD)'. The right-hand side is (l/i)(p'h, A) = 0. Thus, we conclude that L(z, a) = (PLh)(z).
The justification of the numerical method of Section 3 will be finished if we show that S(Z) = S(z, a) and L(z) = L(z, a).
Kerzman and Stein [6] proved that S(z) = S(z, a). It will be instructive to repeat their argument here. The function H(w, z) is the Cauchy Kernel. The Cauchy Projection is a (non-orthogonal) projection of L2(bD) onto H2(bD) given by (Cd)(w) = 6, NW, z) d(z) 6 for 4 in L2(bD). (It follows from the Plemelj formula and elementary facts about the Hilbert transform that C4 extends to be in H2(bD) when 4 is in L2(bO).) Note that if F is in H2(bD), then (CF)(w) = F(w) for w in D via the Cauchy integral formula.
Since P and C reproduce holomorphic functions, and because P = P*, the following identities are apparent: 
